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Subject: Re: C2F is gone!
Posted by: darth_paul
Posted on: 2008/10/3 17:56:35

Quote:

B wrote:
Quote:

Winterhawk wrote:

Just wondering if you and B and some of the others guys that still admined there got the boot?

Based on my recent chats with Rob, we should still have a role there. It'll probably more along the
lines of what the mods here do, ie encouraging community growth. It'll hopefully go better than it did
last time I played the active mod and everyone still ended up drifting away from the site... The gallery
itself is apparently going to require less maintenance. In practice, god alone knows what'll happen. 
 I'll definitely miss the old C2F... and if I ever again actually get in the mood for fan art, I suspect this
will be my first stop.

Well dispite anyones best efforts what I think drove most people to just kind of drift away was a slow
and steady lack of any sense of community. You just didn't seem to know anyone anymore since
there weren't any regulars hanging around keeping things interesting, just a bunch of noobs comming
in taking over the place. At least now with a fresh start and a new site even the returning regulars, if
there are that many will be back at square one with all the newbies making us all noobs.  
 Besides from what I saw it seems to have some features like myspace or comicspace where you
can have friends lists and pick and choose who you want to commune with which is a plus that can
aid in stopping people from drifting away this time. I too will miss the old C2F, but I'm willing to start
fresh and give Mania a shot. 
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